
Nousflash 010: Sexual Enlightenment

# Essential article on the Jewish influence on "pornography".
Lasha Darkmoon
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/05/06/pornography-as-a-secret-weapon/ 

# An Empire of Their Own - How the Jews Invented Hollywood
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTXONZN4l24 

# Hollywoodism - from redice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwgLczzn5gk 
Almost impossible to watch to the end. 

Remember that the Jewish supremacist agenda requires "corrupting the Goyim." And destroying their 
gods, i.e., values. Especially, the Gentile sense of divinity -- aka innocence.  

# Famous quote : Douglas Russkoff:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGt7_0GEOvo 

# Recent redice interview with a Catholic propagandist, E. Michael Jones
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88STqlr-s74 
Weird views on capitalism and porn. Links porn to horror films. 

# JLL warning: Hostel by Eli Roth, 2005. Part II, 2007. "Your darkest, sickest fantasies."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gR5oL6qwszA 
Watch out for Part III which may be the first snuff film foisted off on the public. 

"Base my sex-ed course on slasher movies"! Why not show a sex-positive attitude affirming the beauty 
and innocence of sexual drives in youth. Nothing positive to say about sex. Does not talk from personal
experience, in transparency. 

# India: see Khajuraho erotic temple.11th Century. Display pornographic acts? No, it displays normal 
sexual acts. 
http://www.shunya.net/Pictures/NorthIndia/Khajuraho/Khajuraho.htm 

# Catholicism in India. Great, a new crop of young boys to defile. Uniforms? Mass mind control 
inculcating the youth with the idea that pleasure for its own sake is a sin. Sin-peddlers. 

Argument: Reason versus desire: Capitulation to desire is evil. Desire versus reason and morals. 

Part 2, 39 M: Porn is a way to defile Christian culture, --No, I say, to DEFY it. If Christian culture 
forbids sexual experimentation free of risk of conception, outside marriage, and framed in a pleasure 
pact -- then it has to be defied for the sexual sanity of the species. "Moral standards" do not come with 
sex-positive sex-ed so what do they expect? 

# Reich commentary -- "Marxism and psychoanalysis compatible"? Hardly. They are both Jewish, of 
course. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-CFLl9RL5A 
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# Someone (Claire Mitchell) today talking in a sane way about sexuality, desire, and pleasure
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fumlJTzZ14E 

# The Art of Loving, Erich Fromm, 1956
# Sex in Modern Loving, Eric Berne, 1970
# The Joy of Sex, Alex Comfort, 1972

Back to Jones ....,

# My view: The contract is love. The currency is pleasure. Sin = denial of natural urge to love and 
pleasure. The true sin against human nature. 

# Jones cites Greek tragedy. Bacchae is a warning against repression, resisting the Dionysian force.

# Splendor in the Grass. William Inge. Beatty and Natalie Wood. 1961
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWDkdsZQq_c 

# Summer and Smoke from the play by Tennessee Williams, 1961
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ho8oYYUi1Y 
Impossible to tell that Geraldine Page is acting.

Both films came out in 1961. I rest my case.

# REICH: Sex economy. Orgonomic functionalism. Orgasmic potency (not orgiastic, though it 
certainly is!) The self-governing character structure. "Love, work, and knowledge are the wellsprings 
of our life. They should also govern it." Not "moral standards" drawn from off-planet authority of the 
Christian creator. 

# About the  1960s: I hit the ground running, at 15 years old. Here's what it was about at the core.
"Sexual Liberation" and "free love": freedom 1 FROM religious repression of natural sexual urges, 2 
FROM the risk of procreation, pregnancy, 3 FROM the requirement of commitment for life as the price
or contract exacted for sexual opportunity, 4 FROM guilt and shame about natural urges, attraction, 
pleasure-seeking drives. 

# The sexual innocence of the 1960 generation was not directed or guided. Sexual enlightenment comes
to the world late, in Kali Yuga.  Kala Tantra is liberation through desire, not from it. Liberation = access
to the full magical and moral endowment of the Anthropos, the birthright of the human species. 

# CELESTIAL PARAMETERS: Jupiter in the LION  -- VIRGIN. Warrior ethos and KWP, sexual 
enlightenment, gender binary, heroic stories of love > Euphanes, the future, non-Jewish, non-religious 
psychology. Ecopsychology, Gaian alchemy.... 

# PORN ED 101

Search: pornhub

Have you ever watched pornography?
Pornography versus sexography. 
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# Fairly good porn debate (1h 2m)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AASzf68w1JU 

# Anti-porn polemic on TedX:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRJ_QfP2mhU 

He says: 
# Porn brought anger and violence into his life. Studies show a sharp decline in violence against 
women, and rape rates, when porn went into home distribution in the 1980s. It was there already in 
him, I would say. 
#All about male domination of women. Not so. This guy is a classic mangina, preaching the radfem 
party line. 
# Choking a woman. You have to go look for it. Some women are gaggers, who liked to gag on cock. 
That is a fact. It is not imposed on them. They crave it. It's a human desire. People cannot be impeded 
from such desires, even to the point of self-harm. 
# No hugs, kisses or tender caresses in porn. Dead wrong. There is plenty of that. He appears to have 
selectively avoided those depictions that don't support his argument, and watch other types of porn. 
# Woman cry? Really? Never seen that in a porn clip except from bliss, satisfaction. He cites from 
nasty, s-and-m genre of porn. Why did he watch that? You don't have to go there.
#And children cry? So he also watched child porn. A telling remark. 
2:24 m Parroting the shameless lie: porn incites men to rape women. 

# How Jewish lesbians made porn into a threat to women.. 
Watch this if you can stomach it: Andrea Dworkin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmEsu1TTJ-Y 

Radical feminism considers any form of penetration as rape. Mary Daly, Gyn/Ecology. Even Germaine 
Greer in the porn debate linked above appear to take the view that penetration is violation of a woman's
body. 

There are porn education sites, showing techniques for better "performance" and sexual satisfaction of 
both members. 

To be continued......
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